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Alarms Page Views 

DECK Alarms are a powerful tool to help you stay on top of your system performance, whether you are monitoring 
one system only, or a multitude of projects. The versatile DECK Alarms interface includes a  wide range of alarm 
type options:

• Monthly Performance Alarm

• Irradiance to kWh Alarm

• Weather Alarm

• Device Reporting Alarm

• Inverter Fault Code Alarm

• Relative Performance Alarm

• String Performance Alarm

As with Analytics, you can choose between system-speci� c page views, or page views that encompass your 
entire system portfolio. System Alarms page views can be accessed from the System Navigation titles. 

Global Alarms can be accessed from the Global Views drop-down menu, found in the top black stripe on each 
page (as seen in bottom example below).

In both Alarms page views, you will see the same 3 navigation titles to access Alarms tools:  “Recent Events,” 
“System Status,” and “+Create Alarm.”

• Recent Events shows alarms that have been triggered over a user-de� ned historical period. If you access 
Recent Events from System Navigation, you will only see recent alarm events for that system; if you access 
Recent Events from Global Navigation, you will see recent alarm events for all monitored systems. 

• System Status simply lists all active alarms (not to be confused with all triggered alarms). If you access System 
Status from System Navigation, you will only see active alarms for that system only; if you access System 
Status from Global Navigation, you will see all active alarms for all monitored systems.

• +Create Alarms gives you the opportunity to create new alarms. Alarms must be associated with individual 
systems, so accessing +Create Alarms from the Global Alarms page views will prompt a location drop-down 
menu that will allow you to choose one system from your full system portfolio.
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Alarms:  Recent Events
The Recent Events page view shows recently triggered alarm events, beginning with the most recent event. 
Note that alarms will be listed here even if the associated data point has returned to normal reporting (alarm 
is no longer triggered). Alarms that have never been triggered will not appear on this page view. In cases 
where an alarm has been raised more than once, you will only see one noti� cation in this list… this feature 
avoids clutter from multiple noti� cations for the same alarm.  

A complete history of each alarm’s trigger events can be found by navigating to the alarm Home Page. 
Clicking on the alarm name under “Alarms” will take you to that alarm’s Home Page (see p. 37).

The example below shows the Recent Events page view in Global Alarms. 

The Recent Events page view displays 8 pieces of information for each alarm event:

• Status:  A red icon here indicates that the alarm is currently raised and not resolved. A green checkmark 
icon here indicates that the alarm has been resolved (i.e. data reporting has resumed, or reporting data 
has returned to your user-de� ned acceptable range, etc).

• Count:  See the total number of times this alarm has been raised over the lifetime of the alarm. 

• Raised At:  See the most recent date and time when the listed alarm event was raised.

• Alarms:  See the name of the alarm that has been raised in this alarm event. Clicking on the alarm name 
here will navigate you to that alarm’s Home Page.

• Device:  See the hardware device in your system associated with the listed alarm event (where applicable).

• Location:  Link to the System Overview page for the system associated with the triggered alarm event 
(Global Alarms page view only).

• Noti� cations:  This column provides a quick link to control all noti� cation emails associated with the 
alarm that has been triggered. Note that the noti� cations control here will a� ect all email noti� cations 
associated with this alram (in cases where there are more than one designated noti� cation recipients).

• Subscribe:  This column provides a quick link to control noti� cation emails associated with the trig-
gered alarm for yourself only. A highlighted envelope indicates that you will receive email noti� cations; 
a grayed-out envelope indicates that you will not receive noti� cations.
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Alarms:  System Status 

Your System Status page view is an opportunity to see all active alarms listed. Note that all active alarms will 
appear on this page, regardless of their current (or historical) trigger status.

If you access the System Status page view using System Navigation, you will see a complete list of active 
alarms for that system only. If you access the System Status page view from Global Navigation, you will see a 
complete list of active alarms for all systems (Global System Status page view shown below).

The System Status page view displays 7 pieces of information for each alarm event:

• Status:  A red icon here indicates that the alarm is currently raised and not resolved. A green checkmark 
icon here indicates that the alarm has been resolved (i.e. data reporting has resumed, or reporting data 
has returned to your user-de� ned acceptable range, etc).

• Count:  See the total number of times this alarm has been raised over the lifetime of the alarm. 

• Raised At:  See the most recent date and time when the listed alarm was triggered (if applicable).

• Alarms:  See the name of the alarm that has been raised in this alarm event. Clicking on the alarm name 
here will navigate you to that alarm’s Home Page.

• Device:  See the hardware device associated with the listed alarm (where applicable).

• Noti� cations:  This column provides a quick link to control all noti� cation emails associated with the 
alarm that has been triggered. Note that the noti� cations control here will a� ect all email noti� cations 
associated with this alram (in cases where there are more than one designated noti� cation recipients).

• Subscribe:  This column provides a quick link to control noti� cation emails associated with the trig-
gered alarm for yourself only. A highlighted envelope indicates that you will receive email noti� cations; 
a grayed-out envelope indicates that you will not receive noti� cations.
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Alarms:  Alarm Home Pages 

The Home Page for each alarm contains all the vital information and controls you will need to manage that 
alarm. The Alarm Home Page is where you must go when you want to change alarm trigger settings or change 
designated email noti� cation recipients. An alarm home page also displays current alarm status and complete 
alarm event history. 

You can access an alarm’s Home Page by clicking on the alarm name either in a Recent Events page view, or 
in a System Status page view (both examples shown below).
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Key to information and settings on an Alarm Home Page:
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+Create Alarm is the page 
view you will use to create 
new active alarms. 

First choose from a list of avail-
able alarm types for your sys-
tem. The DECK application will 
automatically determine all 
available alarm options based 
on reporting system hardware 
and/or data services.

You can create a new active alarm in 3 steps:

• Name your alarm. Choose a name that is descrip-
tive and site-speci� c, such as “Veris Meter Device 
Reporting Alarm for AMSI Center.”  If desired, add 
an alarm description. You can also choose whether 
or not to receive alarm resolved email noti� cations.

• Choose trigger settings. Di� erent types of alarms 
have di� erent settings requirements. Note that the 
small question mark (“?”) buttons will provide more 
information about required � elds.

• Choose recipients for email noti� cations. You 
may choose from a drop-down menu of registered 
users from your own company, or you can use 
External Email Noti� cations to input new email 
addresses.

Alarms:  +Create Alarm
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Device Reporting Alarm

This alarm raises if a device stops reporting to DECK. Speci� cally, it 
examines the time of the most recent non-error data point transmis-
sion from the targeted device, then raises if the elapsed time since a 
good transmission is longer than the user-speci� ed time threshold.

To create a Device Reporting alarm, � rst select the desired device 
from a drop-down menu, then choose a time threshold for the alarm, 
along with active between time frame (avoids false alarms at night).

Custom Alarm

Custom Alarms are the most versatile alarms available. Here you 
can create an alarm from the ground up, delivering the information 
you need in the format most useful to you. 

The settings here are � exible enough to con� gure most alarm types 
that are useful in the daily operation of a site. This alarm triggers 
when data values fall outside of your user-speci� ed range of ac-
ceptable values. 

Custom alarms examine a set of your chosen data type, starting with 
the most recently received point and looking back over a period 
of time speci� ed by the time threshold. Custom alarms raise if the 
aggregated value over the examined time window falls outside the 
user-speci� ed tolerable range.

To create a Custom Alarm complete the following � elds:

• Data type

• Device

• Minimum Acceptable Reporting Value

• Maximum Acceptable Reporting Value

• Time Threshold

• “Active Between” Time Frame (avoids false alarms at night)
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Irradiance vs kWh Alarm

This alarm measures your kW producton aganst the sun’s irradiance, 
as measured by an on-site irradiance sensor. This is a valuable per-
formance indicator for your system because it accounts for varying 
sunlight conditions. This alarm can help you identify performance is-
sues such as soiling, snow, leaves, shading, poor connections, storm 
damage, and panel failure.

This alarm uses the previous 10 day’s worth of data to establish a 
baseline number for the ratio of kW production to irradiance. The 
alarm sends email noti� cations if your production slips below the 
historically-determined performance ratio by a user-de� ned vari-
ance trigger percentage.

The Active Between setting allows you to specify a time when the 
alarm is active, which helps to avoid false alarms. (In the early morn-
ing  and late evening, the power and irradiance will be very low—
small deviations in the numbers will cause large deviations in their 
ratio, resulting in false positives.)

Monthly Performance Alarm

Monthly performance alarms trigger when the monthly 
production total deviates from a user-de� ned acceptable 
value by a user-de� ned variance percentage. If triggered, 
noti� cations for monthly performance alarms are sent by 
email on the � rst day of the following month.

Many users rely on historical system data to determine 
aceptable monthly generation values. This data can be 
taken directly from your DECK Dashboard or Admin Panel. 
If your site is less than a year old, you can go to: www.nrel.
gov/rredc/pvwatts/grid.html. Use the available calculator 
here to create expected production values based on past 
meteorological data for your area. 

This alarm can help you identify performance issues such 
as soiling, shading, poor connections, storm damage, and 
panel failure. This alarm can also be helpful to identify de-
teriorating hardware performance over time.  
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Inverter Fault Alarm

Inverter Fault Code Alarms are available if you have chosen to purchase inverter direct monitoring through 
DECK. It automatically emails you the correct inverter fault code and an explanation of the alarm. 

DECK Monitoring can receive fault codes from most major inverter brands and models in the North American 
market. For speci�c information about inverter compatibility, consult a DECK Account Executive.

Weather Alarm

Weather Alarms allow you to set up acceptable data reporting ranges for any data point available from your 
on-site weather station. 

This alarm can be helpful to alert you to below-average sunlight conditions for remote portfolio properties.

String Performance Alarm

String Performance Alarms are available to users who have selected String Level Monitoring as part of their 
monitoring package.

This alarm raises when any string is producing signi�cantly more or less DC current than the others. Speci�-
cally, the alarm is triggered if any string’s current (averaged over the user-speci�ed time range) di�ers from the 
average of all strings on the location over the same period by more than the acceptable deviation percentage.
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Relative Performance Alarm

Relative Performance Analytics (RPA) is ideal for larger PV systems with granular generation data. That in-
cludes systems with string inverters or multiple central inverters, as well as systems with sub-array or string 
level sensors on the DC side of the array. Relative Performance Analytics can be applied any time you have 
identical data types from two or more separate devices in one system.

RPA represents a shift in the traditional approach to solar power diagnostics that can help you identify under-
performing devices in your PV system. This ‘smart software’ surveys historical system data to map the deltas 
among reporting values for separate data points (or relative performance). It actually learns the relative per-
formance patterns of the entire system, so users can identify a change in performance of a single (or group 
of ) components relative to the others. System managers will be able identify outlier data points and detect 
changing performance patterns with greater accuracy and fewer ‘nuisance’ alarms.

RPA Trigger Settings

The � rst choice here is Data Type. DECK software will automatically populate this drop-down menu with 
every type of reporting data in your system. If your system has an irradiance sensor, for example, “irradiance” 
will appear as a Data Type option.

Note that each Relative Performance alarm looks at just one data type across two or more devices. Although 
irradiance may appear in your drop-down menu, you can only create a Relative Peformance alarm for that 
data type if you have two or more irradiance sensors in that installation.

Your next option lets you Select Devices to Include in the Group. DECK software will automatically look for 
all devices in your system that are providing your selected Data Type, then populate those devices into an 
Available Devices list. Select your desired devices from the list on the left, then click “Add” to include them in 
the Currently Selected Devices list on the right.

Please note that you must select at least 2 devices to create a valid alarm.
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After you have selected the devices to include in your Relative Performance Alarm, you will proceed to Results 
and Settings. 

Your � rst choice here is to decide between using Historic Weights or Manual Weights.

Historic Weights allow you to compare a set of recently reported data points against older historical data 
sets from your system. When using historic weights, you will select a Standard Deviation option as the trigger 
mechanism for the alarm.

Manual Weights allow you to compare a set of recently reported data points against a � xed set of data points 
that you will manually enter into this software interface. When using Manual Weights, you will select a Devia-
tion Percentage as the trigger mechanism for the alarm.

(Please see more on working with Historic Weights and Manual Weights in the following section.)

The next choice to make can be accessed by clicking the Advanced Options button. Here you will enter values 
to determine how many Days of Historic Data and Days of Recent Data the alarm should look at. 

• Note that the default values here will be 60 days of Historic Data and 3 days of Recent Data.

• Note that if you are working with Manual Weights you will only have the option to enter a value for Days 
of Recent Data... Historic Data is not being considered when you are working with Manual Weights.

The last step before saving your Relative Performance Alarm is familiar to anyone who has worked with DECK 
alarms before:  determine who will receive email noti� cations when an alarm is raised.

Registered Admin users from your company should appear in the drop-down menu under Company User 
Noti� cations.  You may include additional individuals to receive email noti� cations by manually entering their 
email addresses into the Email Address � eld under External Email Noti� cations. 

After you have completed these settings, click the “Save” button to � nalize your new Relative Performance Alarm.
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Historic Weights in Relative Performance Analytics 

Any system with at least one or two months of historical monitored data will be able to immediately 
start using Historic Weights to create insightful Relative Performance Alarms. To understand what 
DECK software is looking for with these alarms, it will be helpful to understand the Standard Deviation 
trigger mechanism.

The Relative Performance Alarm maps reported data for multiple devices, then looks for the Standard 
Deviation among the device data sets (not within each data set). The key metric here is variance over 
time in relative performance, i.e. “inverter 1 historically produces 10% of the total AC production rela-
tive to the other inverters. Over the recent sample period, however, inverter 1 has only produced 8% 
of the total system generation.”

The Standard Deviation calculation begins by fi nding the mathematical mean among the designated 
data sets. The Standard Deviation calculation next determines the degree of variance from the mean 
across the data sets. A low Variation value indicates that the data points tend to be very close to the 
mean. High Variation indicates that the data points are spread out over a large range of values. 

In other words, a low Variation value indicates that all surveyed devices are maintaining consistent 
performance relative to one another. A high Variation value indicates that the relative performance 
among the surveyed devices is shifting over time.

Note that this metric accounts for varying sunlight conditions, because that variable presumably impacts 
all device data sets equally. 

Choosing Your Standard Deviation Option

The following example shows the diff erent results you can generate by adjusting the number of Stan-
dard Deviations. The image below shows raised alarms when the Standard Deviation value is set very 
low, just 0.5 Standard Deviations. This sensitive trigger raises an alarm for 3 devices (shown highlighted 
in red and green). 

Note that green highlighting indicates a device that is reporting data values that are higher than normal 
relative to other surveyed devices, and red highlighting indicates a device that is reporting data values 
that are lower than normal relative to other surveyed devices.
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The second image (below) shows the same data sets, but in this case the number of Standard Deviations 
has been set at 1. This metric still raises an alarm, but in this case only 1 device is out of range, rather 
than 3 devices in the previous example. 

Where should I set my Standard Deviation Option?

DECK recommends starting your Relative Performance alarms with a Standard Deviation value of 2. 
This number of Standard Deviations is reasonably sensitive in most applications, but will avoid “noisy” 
email notifi cations for “nuisance alarms.”

One of the great features of the Relative Performance alarm is the ability to see results immediately 
after you have fi nalized the alarm. This allows you to employ ‘trial and error’ methodology to fi nd the 
right number of Standard Deviations for each alarm you create.

After the alarm has been created, click on the “System Status” tab (in Alarms section) to see the full list 
of alarms you have created for this system.

Find your new Relative Performance alarm in this list, and click on the alarm name to visit the “home 
page” for that Relative Performance alarm.

Look for the Trigger Settings section on this page, and click the prompt to Expand/Collapse Settings.

This will allow you to see the Historic Ratio and the Recent Ratio of relative performance for each sur-
veyed device. You can also see the Variation for each device between the Historic Ratio and the Recent 
Ratio. As in the images above, raised alarms will be highlighted with either green or red.

You may begin by selecting 2 Standard Deviations, then immediately check results to gauge your desired 
level of sensitivity based on the number of raised alarms for each Standard Deviation option you try.
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Manual Weights in Relative Performance Analytics 

Manual Weights have been added to our Relative Performance Analytics to serve customers who do 
not yet have available historical data to create Historic Weights, or who have historical data that is not 
desirable for comparison purposes for one reason or another. If this applies to you, you can enter ex-
pected performance values as Manual Weights until you have enough good historical data to switch 
to Historic Weights.

Manual Weights can also reveal some performance metrics that are not available using Historic Weights:

For example, it can be useful to measure Relative Performance among inverters against the metric 
of DC Nameplate Ratings for each inverter. Enter the Nameplate Ratings for each device as a Manual 
Weight to quickly diagnose whether each inverter is producing its expected share of power relative 
to the other units.

You can achieve the same effect using percentages of total generation as Manual Weights; for example, 
a system that evenly splits production among 20 string inverters could enter “5” as a manual weight for 
each device, signifying 5% of total system output.

Of course, you can fine-tune your Relative Performance Analytics by adjusting these Manual Weight val-
ues to reflect your own understanding of relative performance expectations across your various devices.

Using Relative Performance Analytics in this way is different from traditional performance analytics. In 
this case you are not comparing actual production values against baseline production values; instead, 
you are comparing the relative deltas among various device performance values against baseline rela-
tive deltas. This calculation filters out the “noise” of fluctuating weather conditions because all device 
performance levels move up and down by equal measures as sunlight conditions change.

Note that any numeric values can be entered as manual weights... it is not the numeric value that matters, 
but rather the relation among the various values that are entered. So a system manager with ten 30 kW 
DC string inverters could either enter “30” as a manual weight for each inverter, or simply enter “1” in each 
Manual Weight field, since the relation among the values is identical in both cases. 


